
Writing Year 3

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3

Genres that
should be
covered

● Narrative – myths and legends

● Narrative – biography of character

● Non-fiction – historical report – as fact sheet or leaflet

● Poetry – free-verse

● Narrative – adventure focusing on story structure

● Persuasive writing – formal letters

● Information – brochure

● Non-chronological reports/explanations – paragraphed flow

chart

● Narrative – own stories

● Recount – autobiography

● Poetry – rhyme

● Poetry – the work of one poet

Composition ● Plan writing by discussing writing similar to that they are

planning to write in order to understand and learn  from its

structure, vocabulary and grammar – discussing and recording

ideas

● Compose and rehearse sentences orally progressively building

a rich vocabulary

● In narrative, create settings, characters and plot

● In non-narrative material, use simple organisational devices,

for example, headings and sub-headings

● Evaluate their writing using known G&P and make simple

additions, revisions and corrections to their own writing

● Continue to plan writing by discussing writing similar to that

they are planning to write in order to understand and learn

from its structure, vocabulary and grammar – discussing and

recording ideas

● Continue to compose and rehearse sentences orally

progressively building a rich vocabulary, and an increasing

range of sentence structures

● Organise paragraphs around a theme

● Assess the effectiveness of their own and other’s writing and

suggest improvements

● Reread their own writing aloud to a group or the whole class,

using appropriate intonation and controlling the tone and

volume so the meaning is clear

● Continue to plan writing by discussing writing similar to that they are

planning to write in order to understand and learn  from its structure,

vocabulary and grammar – discussing and recording ideas

● Continue to compose and rehearse sentences orally progressively building

a rich vocabulary, and an increasing range of sentence structures

● Organise paragraphs around a theme

● Assess the effectiveness of their own and other’s writing and suggest

improvements, including proposing changes to grammar and vocabulary

to improve, consistency, including the accurate use of pronouns in

sentences

● Reread their own writing aloud to a group or the whole class, using

appropriate intonation and controlling the tone and volume so the

meaning is clear

Grammar &
Punctuation

● Use consistent past and present tense with demarcated

sentences using full stops, capital letters, question and

exclamation phrases

● Use apostrophes for contractions

● Use known conjunctions to express time and cause

● Use ‘an’ before a vowel

● Apostrophes for singular possession

● use of commas in lists

● fronted adverbials

● Beginning to use inverted commas for speech

● Uses an extended range of sentences with more than one clause by

using a wider range of conjunctions, including, when, if, although

● Paragraphs to group related materials

● Use inverted commas for dialogue

● Use the present perfect form of verbs in contrast to the past tense

● Proof-read their work to check for punctuation and spelling errors

● Use of commas after a fronted adverbial

Grammar &
Punctuation
vocabulary

● Prefix and suffix

● Consonant and vowel

● Conjunction

● Adverb

● Preposition

● commas

● Inverted commas

● Direct speech

● Paragraph

● Fronted adverbial

● Present perfect form of verbs

● Revisit all G&P

CEW – Common Exception Words



Writing Year 3

Spelling ● Revisit spellings from Year 2

● Adding suffixes beginning with vowel letters to words of more

than one syllable, e.g. forgetting, forgotten, limitation

● i as y, e.g. myth, the u sound as ou, e.g. touch, the prefix dis,

e.g. disappoint

● Prefixes, mis and un

● Prefix il, e.g. incorrect, il, e.g. illegal, im, e.g. impatient

● Prefix ir (to begin root words beginning with r) e.g. irrelevant,

Prefix re, e.g. reappear

● CEW - accident, early, knowledge, purpose, actual, earth,

learn, quarter, address, eight/eighth, enough, library, recent,

appear, exercise, material, regular, arrive, experience,

medicine, reign

● write from memory sentences dictated by the teacher using

the spellings, G&P and exception words for the term

● Prefix ‘sub’, e.g. subdivide, ‘super’, e.g. supermarket, ‘auto’,

e.g. autobiography

● Suffix ‘ation’, e.g. preparation, suffix ly (adjective to adverb),

e.g. adoration, words with ‘sure’ endings, e.g. measure

● Word ending ‘sion’, e.g. invasion, suffix ‘ous’ , e.g. poisonous,

ch (as k), e.g scheme

● Further rules for ‘ous’, e.g. humorous, courageous, serious

● Suffix ly (added straight to root), e.g. completely, finally, suffix

‘tion’, e.g. hesitation, ch (as sh), e.g. chef

● Suffix ‘ssion’, e.g. expression, ei, e.g. vein

● CEW - believe, experiment, mention, remember, bicycle,

extreme, minute, sentence, breath, famous, natural, separate,

breathe, favourite, naughty, special

● write from memory sentences dictated by the teacher using

the spellings, G&P and exception words for the term

● sc (as s), e.g. science

● Possessive apostrophe for plural words, e.g. girls

● Homophones and near homophones, e.g. accept/except, affect/effect,

ball/bawl, berry/bury, brake/break, fair/fare, grate/great, groan/grown,

heel/heal/he’ll

● CEW - build, February, notice, straight, busy, forward, occasion, strange,

calendar, fruit, often, strength, caught, grammar, opposite, suppose

● Revisit all spelling rules

● Revisit all exception words

● write from memory sentences dictated by the teacher using the

spellings, G&P and exception words for the term

Handwriting ● Revisit previously taught diagonal and horizontal strokes

needed to join letters

● Understand which letters, when adjacent to one another, are

best left unjoined

● Teach further diagonal and horizontal strokes needed to join

letters

● Increase the legibility, consistency and quality of their

handwriting, for example, by ensuring that the down strokes

of letters are parallel and equidistant, and that lines of writing

are spaced sufficiently so that the ascenders and descenders

of letters do not touch

● Increase the legibility, consistency and quality of their handwriting, for

example, by ensuring that the down strokes of letters are parallel and

equidistant, and that lines of writing are spaced sufficiently so that the

ascenders and descenders of letters do not touch

CEW – Common Exception Words


